
5 STEPS TO A
HEALTHIER GUT
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LIMIT NSAID & ANTIBIOTIC USE

A HEALTHY GUT IS ESSENTIAL FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH! YOUR GUT
IS CONNECTED TO YOUR IMMUNITY, HORMONE REGULATION,

BLOOD SUGAR, BRAIN + MENTAL HEALTH. IT'S THE FOUNDATION
FOR FEELING YOUR BEST! FOLLOW THESE TIPS, AND YOU'LL BE ON

YOUR WAY TOWARDS A HEALTHIER YOU!

NSAIDS such as ibuprofin + aspirin  can
be damaging to the lining of your gut
which can cause conditions that lead to
autoimmune issues. Antibiotics destroy
beneficial gut bacteria and it can take
quite some time to rebalance. 

WATCH YOUR CLEANING PRODUCTS

TAKE QUALITY PROBIOTICS

If you're using antibacterials to wash your
hands or clean your home, you're destroying

beneficial bacteria! Bacteria diversity is crucial
to a healthy microbiome! Try using vinegar +
essential oils for cleaning + less harsh soaps

for your hands. Need ideas? Message me!

Supplementing with good quality probiotics
can be extremely helpful to improve your gut
health + get you feeling better! It is near
impossible to heal your gut with food alone.
Probiotics with bacillus coagulans + digestive
enzymes are best! Message me for my own
recommendations!
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AVOID ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS
Your body doesn't break down artificial
sweeteners like it does natural sugars,
and this can lead to the development of
harmful gut bacteria + a host of other
issues. Natural sweeteners are the way to
go! ex. coconut palm sugar + honey

EAT MORE WHOLE GRAINS
Whole grains are a great source of soluble
fiber, which your gut loves! Fiber also helps
keep you regular ;) Oatmeal is an amazing

gut-friendly food. Also, whole grain breads +
pastas are an easy switch + will also keep you
feeling full longer! Brown rice is another option!

TRY A FREE CONSULTATION TO SEE IF HEALTH COACHING IS RIGHT FOR YOU!


